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I. INTRODUCTION 
In the present paper we are concerned with the following problem. Let 
f(2), 2 = (21 ,---, z,), be analytic in the octant Im(2J > 0, i = I,..., 12, which 
from now on will be described as Im(2) > 0. Suppose that f(2) satisfies a 
boundedness condition which will be made precise below. Under what 
conditions doesf(2) converge distributionally to an element of a distribution 
space as Im(2) + 0+, and what are the properties of this element ? Tillmann 
[l] has considered this problem for several spaces of distributions including 
the space Y’ of tempered distributions. He has shown that if 
U = &a((e + xs)“g(x)), g EL*, then the functionf(2) = Oz”((e + 22)m h(2)) 
is analytic in C  ^ - Rn, n being an arbitrary positive integer; it satisfies 
and 
converges in the topology of 9’ to U. Here 
(1) 
(2) 
*Part of this paper is contained in the author’s doctoral dissertation at Duke 
University, Durham, N. C., which was written under Dr. Jacob Burlak, to whom the 
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the “Indikatrix;” and fO(z) is the component of f(z) in the octant 
G, = {z : uj Im(zj) > 0). Conversely, Tillmann shows that if f(z) is analytic 
in C? - Rn and if it satisfies (l), then (2) converges in the 9” topology to an 
element U E Y’. Lauwerier [2] has considered this problem in terms of the 
space 9” for n = 1 and has shown that iff(z) is analytic in Im(z) > 0 and if 
there exists a constant P such that in any half plane Im(z) > 6 > 0 the 
inequality 
If(4l < Cdl + I z I>’ 
is satisfied, then f(z) has a distributional limit U E %“’ as Im(z) --+ O+ which 
is the Fourier transform of a distribution I’ E 9 having support in (- co, 01. 
Under the assumitions of Lauwerier and the assumption of convergence in 
9” off(z) to a distribution U as Im(z) -+ Of, Beltrami and Wohlers [3, 4, 5] 
have shown that U E Y’, U is the Fourier transform of an element V E 9” 
which has support in (- co, 01, and f(z) is the Fourier-Laplace transform 
of V. DeJager [6, 71 has obtained results similar to those of Beltrami and 
Wohlers. We note that Tillmann proves convergence in 9” while Beltrami 
and Wohlers must assume this convergence. The reason for this is that (3) 
is not as strong a boundedness condition as (1). 
In the present paper we shall extend the results of Lauwerier, Beltrami 
and Wohlers, and DeJager to n dimensions, 11 being an arbitrary positive 
integer. In these extensions the concept of support will be generalized. We 
shall also give conditions onf(z) such that in addition to obtaining the con- 
clusions of the extended results of Beltrami and Wohlers with the generaliza- 
tion of support, the convergence off(z) to an element of Y’ is proved instead 
of assumed. Tillmann has proved this convergence if f(z) satisfies the bound- 
edness condition (1). But under this assumption the desired generalization 
of support can not be obtained; hence the representation of f(z) as the 
Fourier-Laplace transform of an element having such support can not be 
obtained. The boundedness condition which we shall use is weaker than (1) 
in that the term 1 yi j-kf will be replaced by an exponential factor. The use of 
this exponential factor is in obtaining the generalization of support. As a 
consequence of using a weaker boundedness condition, we must place 
conditions on the analytic function which are different from those of Tillmann 
in obtaining our Y’ boundary value results. The methods of proof used in the 
present paper are distinctly different from those used by Tillmann in that the 
concept of Fourier transform is used extensively here; while Tillmann does 
not use Fourier transform. The results of this paper are obtained for the 
octant Im(z) > 0. However, like Tillmann, similar results hold using the 
same methods of proof for any of the 2” octants. 
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II. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY FACTS 
The n-dimensional notation used here will be that of Schwartz [8]. Thus 
the product of two vectors x and y in Rn will be denoted by 
(%Y) = x1y1+ ... + xny,. 
Similarly we define (x, x) where x E R” and x EC”. The absolute value of 
z E CY is defined by ( x 1 = max rGjGn ] zi 1 . By Da, 01 being an n-tuple of non- 
negative integers, we mean D” = DT *a* 0,“” where Di = (1/2mJ (a/ax,). 
Similarly we write x’ = x2 *a* x2. All integrals will be n-fold over R” 
unless otherwise specified; that is by sTm we mean la,, . By 3i: or % we 
mean x or dx with the jth coordinate removed; 
4 = (Xl )..., xj-1 , xj+1 ,..., x,) 
The Fourier transform of a functionf(t) will be denoted byf’or.Z’[f(t); x]. 
If f(t) ED, we define 
f(x) = /T,f(t) e-zni@*t) dt; 
if f(t) E L2, 
The reader is referred to Bochner and Chandrasekharan [9] for facts con- 
cerning the Fourier transform in R”. 
The spaces of functions 9 and Y and the spaces of distributions ZP and 
Y’ are defined in Schwartz [8]; while the spaces %” and 9 are defined in 
Gel’fand and Shilov [lo]. The reader should especially note the definitions 
of convergence in 9 and 9 given in [8] on pages 25 and 234, respectively, 
and the definitions of continuity in ZY and Y’ given in [8] on pages 25 and 
237, respectively. It is well known [8, pp. 249,251] that the Fourier transform 
is a continuous isomorphism of P’ onto Y with the same being true of Y’ 
under the definition (0, p) = (U, $), where v E .Y and U E Y’. Similarly 
[IO, pp. 157-1581 the Fourier transform produces a I- 1 correspondence 
between 9 and B which can be carried over to 9’ and %“’ by the equality 
(U,v) =(V,Y), where YES, Y=$E%, VES’, and t?= VES”. 
The concepts of support, convolution, and Fourier transform of convolution 
in distribution spaces may be found in [8]. We denote the support off, f 
being a distribution or a function, by supp (f ). 
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Let v be an element of one of the above function spaces and let f(x) be 
a suitable function such that 
exists and is finite. Then Tf is a regular distribution, and we note that 
supp(?) = supp(f). 
Letf(z) be a function of it complex variables, which in this paper is assumed 
to be analytic in Im(z) > 0. We say that f(z) has a distributional boundary 
value U in some distribution space if (T, (lc+(y~ , v) + (U, v) as y + 0+ for 
any v in the appropriate function space. 
III. BOUNDARY VALUE RESULTS IN 3' 
A function f(z) of n complex variables will be an element of GA+ if f(z) 
is analytic in Im(z) > 0 and if there exists a constant N such that in any 
octant Im(z) > 6 > 0, 6 = (6, ,..., S,), Sj > 0 for j = l,..., n, the inequality 
(4) 
is satisfied, where the constant C, may depend on 6 and A = (A, ,..., A,) is 
any constant. 
LEMMA 1. Let f(z), z = x + iy, be analytic in Im(z) > 0, and let it 
satisfy (4) for N < - n - E, E > 0. Then there exists a function g(t) having 
support in S, + = {t : - CQ < ti < Ai, i = l,..., n} such that e2n(y9t)g(t) ELM 
independently ofy andf(x) = %“[e2r(“>t)g(t); x], Im(z) > 0. 
Proof. Consider the integral 
s 1, f(z) e2ni<z.t) dx, (5) 
which exists. We show that this integral is independent of y. Let j3 and y be 
fixed vectors such that 0 < yj < pj , j = I,..., n. For a fixed j construct a 
rectangle with vertices at (& 01, rj) and (& OL, flj) in the jth coordinate plane 
of C?. Using Cauchy’s theorem for C? with respect to zj and adding on the 
other n - 1 integrals we have 
Jy, ... Jy,j”,f(x + iy) e‘Jni(s+iy,t) dx, Z 
= - i r”, ..a jymjzf(xl + i& ,..., 01 + iu ,..., x, + iA) 
x exp[2ri((x, + i& ,..., a + iu ,..., x, + i/3,& t)] do z 
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+ Jim . . . /I,J”, f (* + ib) e2ni(z+i6*t) dXj Z 
(6) 
+ i ,“, . . . /~J~~f(x, + i& ,..., - 01 + io, . . . . x, + 6%) 
x exp[27ri((x, + @r ,..., - a + iu ,..., x,, + i&), +I da z 
= II + I2 + I2 , say. 
With fij and 3/j fixed, straightforward estimates using inequality (4) show that 
Ii and 1s tend to 0 as 01-+ co. Changing the order of integration and letting 
01 -+ co in the remaining integrals in (6) and noting that the above argument 
holds for anyj,j = l,..., n, we see that the integral (5) is independent ofy and 
defines a function of t which we call g(t). Again lettingj be fixed, j = l,..., n, 
we estimateg(t) using (4) and find that if tj > Aj , theng(t) = 0 when we let 
y) -+ co. The argument is independent of j. Thus supp(g) C S,+. 
From (5) we have immediately that 
&<“*Og(t) = 1 ymf(x + iy) e2*i@*Q dx. 
By the Plancherel theory we thus have 
f(2) = %“[ezv(“*“)g(t); x], 
where the 3’ denotes the L2 Fourier transform. 
We now extend the result of Lauwerier to n dimensions. In this extension 
the concept of support has been generalized. 
THEOREM 1. Letf(z) E G, +. Then f (z) has a distributional boundary value 
U ~3’ which is the Fourier transform of an element V E 9’ having support in 
s,+. 
Proof. Choose a number B E R*, B > 0, such that for z EC”, Im(z) > 0, 
the inequality 
Q(1 + IzIF$ lB+<~,x>l >,a(1 + 1~1)” (7) 
is satisfied for some constant Q and large enough constant K. Let P be a 
constant which is large enough so that N - 2P < - n - 6, E > 0. Then the 
function f(z) (B + (z, z))” satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 1. Thus 
&) = Jrn f(z)(B + (z, z>)-’ 8ffr<eSt) h 
-03 (8) 
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has support in SA+, and 
f(z) (B + (z, z))-’ = Lqe2~(~~t)g(t); $1. (9) 
Let Y ~2, and let 4 E 3 be the element for which $ = Y. From (9) we 
have the equality 
<T (B+(e,z))-St(x) 9 y, = (Tean<+(t)) v)’ (10) 
Since g(t) E 9, letting y -+ 0+ we see that 
(Teaw>g(t) 9 v,> --+,,cp) =@‘dQ. (11) 
But by a straightforward calculation 
( v, 4) = ((B + (x, x>jp tl 9 w = (UT y> (12) 
where U E%’ is the Fourier transform of V = (B - d)p T, E g; and 
supp(V) C S,+. Here A is a differential operator defined by 
Combining (lo), (ll), and (12) we see that T,(,) -+ U ~3’ as y -+ O+. 
IV. BOUNDARY VALUE RESULTS IN Y' 
Since the boundedness condition (4) is weaker than (l), the conditions 
given onf(z) in Theorem 1 are not enough to obtain the convergence of f(z) 
to an element of .P” in the topology of Y’. This fact is clear in the proof of 
Theorem 1; for g(t) defined by (8) is not necessarily in Y’. To obtain an Y’ 
boundary value result concerning functionsf(a) E GA+, we must assume that 
f(x) converges to some distribution in the topology of Spr. 
THEOREM 2. Let f(z) E GA+, and let f (2) converge in Y’ to an element U. 
Then U E Y; there exists an element V E .Y’ having support in S,+ such that 
U = P; and f(z) = (V, e--2ai(zTt)), Im(z) > 0. 
Proof. Let B E R1, B > 0, be chosen such that (7) holds. The argument 
used by Beltrami and Wohlers [3, Theorem 1, p. 3061 applies to n dimensions 
where we use Theorem 1 of the present paper. Hence we obtain an element 
V E Y with supp(V) C S,+ and U = V, U E Y’. In fact V = (B - A)P T, , 
where g(t) is defined by (8). Now let a(t) E &, the space of functions having 
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derivatives of all order, such that a(t) = 1 on S,+ and supp(a?) C Saf+. for 
any E > 0. a(t) e-2?ri(zFt) E 9 independently of a(t) for Im(z) > 0. Then 
(v, e-2niCZ.t)) = (v, a(t) e-2ni<z,t)) 
= (B + (x, 2~))~ 2T[e2-(y*t)g(t); x]. 
(13) 
Combining (9) and (13) we see that f(x) = (V, e-ani(z*t)), Im(z) > 0. 
It is apparent from (11) that if g(t) E Y’, then the convergence in .40’ of 
Theorem 2, which was assumed, could be proved. In order to haveg(t) E 9 
we make stronger assumptions on f(z). Tillmann has shown that if f(z) 
satisfies (1) then the convergence can be proved. However, under this assump- 
tion one can not obtain the existence of an element in Y’ having support in 
S,+ such that f(s) is the Fourier-Laplace transform of this element. We 
desire to retain these conclusions and thus use (4) as our boundedness condi- 
tion. A result similar to the following theorem but without consideration of 
the boundary value problem has been obtained by Lions [8, p. 308, Prop. 81. 
THEOREM 3. Let f(z) be analytic in Im(z) > 0, continuous for Im(z) > 0, 
and let it satisfy 
, f  @), < (?(I + , z I)N e2dmh~ . . . . .W), 
In-@> 3 0, (14) 
.for some constants C, N and for any n-tuple A of real numbers. Then there exists 
an element 7.7 E Y’ having support in S,+ such that f(z) = (U, e-2Bi(z~ t>>, 
Im(z) > 0. Furthermore, as Im(z) -+ O+, f  (2) -+ l? E 9’ in the topology of Y’. 
To prove this result we employ basic distribution theory rather than 
relying on arguments concerning functions as we did in the proofs of Theo- 
rems 1 and 2. The following lemmas are needed to prove Theorem 3. 
LEMMA 2. Let f(z) be analytic in Im(z) > 0, continuous for Im(z) 3 0; 
andfor every integer N there exists a constant C, such that 
Then there exists a function g(t) E L2 having support in S,+ such that 
f(z) = S”[g(t); 4 Im(x) > 0. (15) 
The proof of this lemma consists of choosing N = n + 1 and then pro- 
ceeding as in Lemma 1. Here g(t) = jTm f  (x) e2ni(x*t) dx; b[g(t); x] is taken 
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in the L2 sense; and by Z’“[g(t); z], Im(z) > 0, we mean syW g(t) e-2ni(z~t) dt. 
Details are left to the interested reader. 
LEMMA 3. Let &x) = (l/en) Q++), w h ere the function v(x) satisjes the 
following properties : 
F(X) E 9; (16) 
s 
co 
--m v(x) dx = 1; (17) 
v(x) 3 0; (18) 
sLlpp(9) 6 S, = {x : 1 xi I -< 1, i = I ,...) n}. (19) 
Let U E 9’. Then U c TW, + U in 9’ as E + 0. 
Proof. U * TW, exists since TV, E 6’. Let Y E 9’. Then 
Since & ... St1 ~(7) Y(t + ~7) d 17 -+ Y(t) in Y as E + 0, then by the 
continuity of U E Y’ and (20) we have that U * TQ, --f U in Y’ as desired. 
The following lemma is well known, and we state it without proof. 
LEMMA 4. Let E > 0 6e $xed. The function &(z) = Jym v,(t) e-2ni(ztt) dt 
satisfies the following properties : 
&(z) is an entire function; 
for each Z EO, w4 - 1 as E --f 0; 
for each nonnegative integer K there exists a constant C 
(which may depend on CZ) such that 
LEMMA 5. Let U E Y’ and supp(U) C SA+. Then for v(x) E 9, 
I 






Proof. Let a(t) be as defined in the proof of Theorem 2. Then the integral 
in (24) exists and is a Riemann integral which can be approximated 
by Riemann sums. Consider the Cartesian product on n intervals 
[- Y, Y] x .a. x [- Y, Y]. Divide the coordinate axes into partitions, and 
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let A Vi be the volumn and (xr, ,..., x,,) be a point of thejth small parallel- 
piped. Let W denote the appropriate mesh. Then 
I * (U, e-2ni(s*t)) p(x) dx -co 
(U, a(t) e-2ni(s* Q) p)(x) dx 
= U, $i $2 g a(t) exp[- 2ti(xr, + & ,..., xn, + &J, t)] 
I~I’O +1 
(25) 
It can be shown without difficulty that the limit in the right hand side of 
the last equality in (25) converges in 9 to 
or(l) e-2rt<z*t)q(x) dx = a(t) @“@,t)$(t). 
--m 
Thus by (25) and the fact that U E 9” we have (24). 
We now give the 
Proof of Theorem 3. Since T, E Y’, there exists an element U E Y 
such that l? = T,; and hence U = 9’-lT,. Let &x) be the function in 
Lemma 3, and let Y E 9. Then 
(z( u * T.a.1, yu> = (THE Pw. (26) 
Forming f (z) cj&( z an ) d using Lemma 4 we see that Lemma 2 can be applied 
with A + E in place of A. Hence there is a function gC(t) E L2 with support in 
Si+ such that 
f(z) AC4 = R&(0; 49 Im(z) > 0. (27) 
Using (27) for Im(z) = 0, (26), and the definition of Fourier transform in Y 
we have 
U * TmE = T,. (28) 
in 9”. Thus supp(U * TVs) C S2+c. Letting E + 0 we have using Lemma 3 
that supp(U) C S,+ as desired. Recalling (27) for Im(z) > 0 and using (28) 
we have 
f(z) @&z) = (U * T,. , a,(t) c+i@*t)), 
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where SE(~) E8, supp(4 C S2+,+, , 6 > 0 being fixed, and UC(t) = 1 on 
Yi,, . Letting E + 0 on both sides of this equality, we obtain by (22) and 
Lemma 3 that 
f(z) = (lJ, a(t) e-2nf(z*t)) = (U, e-2ni(ztt)), 
where a(t) = as(t). 
Im(z) > 0, (29) 
It remains to prove that f(z) --P U in Y’ as Im(z) ---f 0’. Let v E 9; by 
(29) and Lemma 5 we have 
(Tm , v> = <U, a(t) e2~@~t)9(% Im(z) > 0. (30) 
It can be shown without difficulty that a(t) eaW(“*t)$(t) + a(t) $(t) in Y as 
Im(z) -+ O+. This fact coupled with (30) and the fact that U E Y’ shows 
that f(z) -+ U in Y’ as Im(z) -+ O+. 
As a converse result to Theorems 2 and 3 we obtain 
THEOREM 4. Let U E Y’ with supp(U) Z S,+. Then there exists an 
element f(z) E G,,+ such that f(z) -+ 0 in Y’ as Im(z) -+ O+. 
Proof. Consider f(z) = (U, e-2ni(aTt)), Im(x) > 0. It is known that 
f(z) is analytic in Im(z) > 0, and from the proof of Theorem 3 we have the 
desired convergence. It remains to prove (4) where A = (O,..., 0) and 
Im(z) 2 6 > 0. By [8, Theorem VI, p. 2391, U = P((1 + 1 t 12)lcj2f (t)) 
for some constant k, where f(t) is continuous and bounded on Rn and 
j t 1 = (t12 + t22 + ..* + tn2)l12. Then 
f(%. = p,p . . . (.q+ J” . . . ,” (1 + ] t ]2)k’a f  (t) a(t) e-2ni<z’t’ dt. 
Here (1 + / t j2)k/2 a(t) e-zni(z~t) E 9 and f(t) E Y’. Thus the integral is 
bounded. Since Im(z) 2 6 > 0, by a straightforward estimate (4) is obtained. 
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